
NeuroSoma® Seminars 
Student Copyright Agreement 

 
 
I hereby agree from this time forward with no end date, that I will not distribute, share, 
print, copy, publish, or in any manner whatsoever, disseminate any written, printed, or 
digital materials, or materials of any other type or format which I may receive as a 
student of NeuroSoma® Muscle Therapy without the express, written permission of 
Tamsin Stewart or her legally designated agent.  I further agree that said materials are 
protected by copyright and as such, are and will remain the sole property of Tamsin 
Stewart and/or Well Being LLC in perpetuity for purposes of said dissemination. 
 
I further agree that unless and until I have received a Diploma proving successful 
completion of the entire 120-hour 4-Level NeuroSoma® Course, I may not legally use nor 
shall I use the copyrighted word NeuroSoma® in any signs, materials, cards, letterheads, 
or advertisement, whether web-based, printed, or otherwise, or incorporate the 
copyrighted word NeuroSoma® in Email addresses or correspondence with reference to 
myself, my abilities, or my work, other than any Student/Client Consent & Intake Forms 
that may be provided me by Well Being LLC, and other than this statement: “I have 
studied NeuroSoma® Muscle Therapy but am not a representative of that work”. 
 
This Agreement further extends to the 5-day 42-hour Introduction to NeuroSoma® 
course, completion of which does not grant any of the above-stated rights to the use of 
the copyrighted word NeuroSoma® in any signs, materials, cards, letterheads, or 
advertisement, whether web-based, printed, or otherwise, or incorporate the copyrighted 
word NeuroSoma® in email addresses or correspondence with reference to myself, my 
abilities, or my work under any circumstances. 
 
I make this Agreement with the understanding that if I should at any time violate this 
Agreement, I may be held liable for breach of contract, copyright infringement or 
violation of trademark or other rights and subject to lawsuit in a court of law; and in any 
such lawsuit I agree to pay all costs, including attorneys fees, costs and other lawsuit 
related expenses, incurred by Tamsin Stewart, her agents, executors, administrators or 
assigns, in bringing such action. 
 
 
 
 
 
            
Name (Print) 
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Date Signed 
 


